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The Draft Science Plan writing began immediately following the 15-17 Feb. 2010 MARGINS Successor Planning Workshop (MSPW), with a complete first draft made available for public comment on 28 March 2010. This task would not have been possible without contributions from a large number of individuals, selected to represent most major disciplines represented at the MSPW. A primary writing team wrote the bulk of the text; it was selected by the MARGINS Steering Committee and the MSPW Organizing Committee, and includes many of their members. Many others contributed figures, comments and text sections, too numerous to detail here.

Writing Team Leads
Julia Morgan (Rice University; MSPW lead convener)
Geoff Abers (Columbia University; MARGINS Chair)

Writing Team
Ramon Arrowsmith (Arizona State University)
Mark Behn (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute)
Susan Bilek (New Mexico Institute of Technology)
Becky Dorsey (University of Oregon)
Cindy Ebinger (University of Rochester)
Peter Flemings (University of Texas)
Andrew Goodliffe (University of Alabama)
Mike Gurnis (California Institute of Technology)
Marc Hirschmann (University of Minnesota)
Robert Harris (Oregon State University)
Greg Hirth (Brown University)
Simon Kattenhorn (University of Idaho)
Katherine Kelley (University of Rhode Island)
Cathy Manduca (Carleton College)
Matthew Pritchard (Cornell University)
Demian Saffer (Pennsylvania State University)
Alison Shaw (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute)
Donna Shillington (Columbia University)
Douglas Wiens (Washington University)
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